


Once Upon a time while The Darling children, Wendy, John, and
Michael sleep, Tinkerbell and Peter Pan show up. With a sprinkle of

pixie dust, they fly to Peter’s home, Never Land.



Envious of Wendy, Tinkerbell tells the Lost Boys to shoot
down an enormous Wendy shaped bird.



Furious, Peter banishes Tinkerbell.
When Wendy wakes up, Peter tells the boys she is their

mother who will tell them stories.



Captain Hook is Peter's arch-enemy who lost his left
hand in a duel with Peter. Where Peter then, threw his

hand to a crocodile. The crocodile loved the taste so
much he has been waiting for Hook ever since. 

But, Hook always knows if the crocodile is nearby
because it ate a clock and a ticking noise comes from

him.



One evening, Captain Hook steals Tiger Lily, the Indian
Chief’s daughter so she can show him where Peter lives.



To help save Tiger Lily, Peter camouflages himself as a
"mysterious lady" distracting Hook. 
Wendy frees her and they escape!



In the Indian Village, Michael, John and the boys are to
be burned at the stake because the Chief blames them

for Tiger Lily's vanishing.



Peter, Wendy and Tiger Lily arrive just in time to explain
what really happened and save them. 

Everyone joins the celebration!



Once they arrive home Peter, Wendy, and the boys go
to sleep. Where Captain Hook and his pirates capture

them while Peter sleeps, setting a harmed cake beside
him.



Tinkerbell wakes Peter and tosses away the cake. Peter
thanks her and they leave to help their friends.



Peter engages Hook in a duel. A tremendous fight
ensues and one by one the pirates are thrown over the
edge. Hook has Peter at a disadvantage, but suddenly
hears the ticking crocodile. The Darling kids and the

boys cheer Peter for his bravery!



Aboard the Pirate Ship, Peter, Tinkerbell, and the Lost
Boys bring the children home.



Mother and Father are so happy they decide to adopt
the boys.



Peter says goodbye to Wendy who reminds him to visit
again.



They run to the window as Peter Pan and Tinkerbell
cruise over the moon to Never Land.


